J UDGES R EPORT FOR BGMC22
Judged by Monster, Haidme and Martinsh. Organized by sdfgeoff.
Abstract— BGMC is the Blender Game Making contest, originally organized by Josip Kladaric. This is the
judges report for the 22nd event which had the theme
’Exploration’ and was run by sdfgeoff. The winner of
this event was Undertow.

B. All 30, Snowflakes

I. S UMMARY AND W INNERS A NNOUNCEMENT
Congratulations to the Thatimster and Grenzer who
made Undertow. Your game has been ranked the highest
by our judges, receiving a score of 4.3 out of a possible
5. This BGMC opened on the 19th of November
2016 with the theme ’Exploration.’ Over the week
of the event it gained 11 entries. After some issues
with the community vote, it was decided to have the
results solely depend on the Judges decision. Amongst
the entries there were some very complete games.
In particular, The Not So Brave Little Pig, Horsey
Adventure and Every Mans Sky stand out for being
incredible achievements. Well done to all the people
who submitted an entry.
II. I NDIVIDUAL G AME R EVIEWS
A. A Walk in the Park

In this game you run around looking for snowflakes
in a foggy atmosphere. The judges praised the atmosphere of the game, but pointed out that the gameplay
was repetitive and that there ”was little to do.” Another judge has the request ”An end-game notification
is always welcome.” Comments from the community
indicated that increasing the walking speed would have
been an improvement.
This game scored 2.2
C. Cave Miner

This is a small game where you walk around a
park to the sound of Vivaldi’s ‘Winter’ from the four
seasons. The judges gave comments included: ”Great
idea,very catchy and innovative” and ”Nice clean visuals and relaxing atmosphere ... I want more to explore.”
Another comment stated that the visuals and exploration parts feels incomplete. An improvement may
have been to either confining the player to a smaller
area or fill the park with more artifacts.
This game scored 3.6, and was first equal in the
sound category.

In this game you drive a vehicle mining gold and
copper(?) while avoiding the bombs. The judges comments were favourable: ”Nice graphics and proper
sounds” and ”Technically Brilliant.” One judge gave
the advice: ”Add a story or a challenge and it will be
an awesome little game.”
This game scored 3.4. One judge was unable to vote
because he did not get the game working. As such this
score is the average of the other two judges.

D. Ecclesica

Wander around an area as a guy with a sword!
The overal response was positive, but noted that the
game was incomplete. The judges said that it was
”well prepared platform for a story-driven and actionpacked game” and ”Unfortunately those type of games
requires tons of work and time in order to feel and look
great” but it was also applauded for it’s good graphics
and it’s animations. With more development this could
become an excellent game, but may have been a bit too
ambitious for such a short contest.

F. Game With No Name

This game is a series of rooms with quotes in them.
It received the comment: ”I can’t really consider it a
game as there was no gameplay element,” but it was
considered an ”Interesting idea.” One judge suggested
turning it into some sort of puzzle game.
This game scored 2.0
G. Horsey Adventure

This game scored 2.4

E. Every Mans Sky

Wander from planet to planet, scanning and
analysing. This game scored 5/5 for the theme, and
received positive comments such as ”Great UI, sound
and technically very impressive.” The only real criticism was a general desired for more challenge in the
gameplay although the games lowest score was on it’s
graphics.
This game scored 3.7 overall

Ride your horse around a small map helping people
out. For a week long contest this was a complete game
that was very well executed. One judges ideas for futher
development was ”Visuals could be better with same
stylistics, also I think it could use more sounds here
and there.” Other than that, it was described as ”Fun
and well executed,” ”Good quantity of assets and places
to explore.” One final comment was ”Even when I fell
through map it had a cutscene, cool.”
This game scored 3.6

H. In the Hidden Deep

J. The Not So Brave Little Pig

Look for nuclear waste in some underwater caves.
The environment explored here is an interesting one,
and the judges liked the cave system and marine life.
The two criticisms were ”Controls are a bit confusing”
and ”sounds could have been a bit better.”
This game scored 3.6

This is a cute little narritive about a not-very-brave
pig trying to help out. This game has an impressive
amount of content for a week long contest. The judges
described it as ”the creepy atmosphere, and cheesy
rhymes makes it very entertaining.” The game scored
highly in sound, so well done on the voice overs. The
two critiques were that it felt a bit empty and that
possibly the main character was a bit slow.
This game came second with a score of 4.2

I. Terminus North

K. UnderTow

In this game you explore and abstract world, trying to
avoid crossing the path of mysterious giants. The major
coplete was a lack of direction, with one judge saying
”Game was bit confusing though, I could not finish it
without having to look at logic and scene.” However the
atmosphere was well done, and it received the comment
”the enemies - I had a mini heart attack!” The horror
element definitely worked then! (see Kendrick’s let’s
play video)
This game scored 2.5

Explore an underwater town. From the game ”It’s so
dangerous I hid the key in ... the lobby!!!!” This game
earned high praise from the judges such as ”I was
astonished by this game! My kudos to the creators.”
and ”Nicely presented and well executed gameplay.”
There was no criticism from the judges: ”Cons:Could
not think of any.” The game scored across all the
topics, though slightly lower in ’theme’ and ’graphics’
compared to overall and sound.
This game was 9mb over the file size restrictions and
so was penalized by 5% Before the penalty it scored
4.5, with adjustment it scores 4.3

